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Growth of carbon nanotubes characterized by field emission measurements during chemical vapo
deposition
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The growth of multiwall carbon nanotubes is characterizedin situ in a chemical vapor deposition reactor by
measuring the current extracted by field emission from the growing nanostructures. The lengthening of the
nanotubes provokes an increase of the emitted current at constant applied voltage, and the use of a phosphor
screen allows to observe the individual emitters during the growth. A simple model permits furthermore to
estimate the growth rate. The nanotubes grow with a closed cap under 102221024 mbar of C2H2 at 700 °C
with a growth rate over 1mm/s that increases with the C2H2 pressure. The growth of the nanotubes is neither
simultaneous nor homogeneous over the cathode and involves a different activation time for every emitter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes1,2 are one of the most fascinating m
terials that have been discovered in recent years, since
show exceptional electronic and mechanical properties
have triggered an ever stronger effort towards applicatio
The possibilities are promising and range from nanotu
composite materials,3,4 nanoelectronics,5,6 scanning micro-
scope probes,7,8 chemical9 and/or biological sensors,10,11 to
cold electron sources.12

Nanotubes have a unique property in that their electro
behavior~semiconducting or metallic! is determined by their
structure, which also determines to a great extent the ove
properties of devices as wide ranging as field effect tran
tors, flat panel displays, or chemical sensors. This implie
precise control of nanotube diameter and chirality for m
lecular electronics. This control is even more acute for fie
emission devices, since the emitted current is extremely
sitive to the field-enhancement factor,g, which is
determined directly by the diameter, length, and spacing
the emitters.12–14

The realization of reliable nanotube devices will therefo
depend on a reproducible growth, e.g., by chemical va
deposition~CVD! techniques. However, little is known abo
the mechanisms involved in the CVD growth in spite of th
utmost importance. It would be therefore highly desirable
have methods which allow to characterize nanotubesduring
instead ofafter growth. We describe here a technique whi
consists of measuring the field-emission properties of
growing nanotubes. After a brief introduction to field em
sion in Sec. II and to CVD in Sec. III, we detail the expe
mental setup in Sec. IV. Section V presents and discusse
experimental results.

II. FIELD EMISSION

Field emission is the extraction of electrons from a so
by tunneling through the surface-potential barrier under
application of a strong electric field~for reviews on field
emission, see Refs. 15 and 16!. The potential barrier is
square when no electric field is present, and becomes tr
gular when a negative potential is applied to the solid wit
0163-1829/2003/67~8!/085412~11!/$20.00 67 0854
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slope that depends on the amplitude of the local electric fi
F just above the surface. Tunneling through the surface
rier becomes significant for fields above;3 V/nm.

The Fowler-Nordheim~F-N! model of field emission
dates back to the beginnings of quantum mechanics an
still widely used today.16 Although this model has been orig
nally developed for flat metallic surfaces at 0 K, it h
proven adaptable to describe field emission from carb
based electron emitters.17

The F-N model states that the currentI ~A! per emitter
varies with the local field at the emitter surfaceF ~V/m! as

I 5A
1.5631026

f3t~y!
F2expF2

6.833109f1.5

F
v~y!G , ~1!

whereA has the dimension of an area@m2# and represents in
first approximation the emitting area,f is the work function
in eV, andt(y) andv(y) are the Nordheim elliptic functions
with y5Ae3F/400pe0f2. These functions can be approx
mated byt2(y)'1.1 andv(y)'0.952y2, yielding18

I 5A
1.531026

f
F2expS 10.4

Af D expS 2
6.443109f1.5

F D .

~2!

Equation ~2! shows that for typical values encountered
carbon-based emitters @A510212210214 m2, f54.9
60.1 eV ~Ref. 19!# one obtains a current ofI 51 nA at F
53.360.4 V/nm.

To reach the field of;3 V/nm necessary to extract elec
trons, one usually uses sharp objects or protusions on a
face to amplify the electric field. In that case, the local ele
tric field is not simplyV/d ~applied voltage,V, divided by
interelectrode distance,d) but is higher by a factorg, which
gives the aptitude of the emitter to amplify the field and
accordingly termed the field-enhancement factor.g is a
strictly geometrical parameter that depends on the dim
sions and shape of the emitter and on its surroundings
well as on the shape and distance of the counterelectr
The field at the emitter surface is written asF5gV/d, and
Eq. ~2! becomes
©2003 The American Physical Society12-1
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I 5A
1.531026

f S V

d D 2

g2expS 10.4

Af D expS 26.443109f1.5d

gV D .

~3!

g is an important parameter for field emission and can
determined from the measurements with a so-called
plot, where ln(I/V2) is given versus 1/V.15,16Alternatively,g
can be estimated from the geometry: for nanotubes, one
use the models20 developed for a cylinder of heighth termi-
nated by a half sphere of radiusr on a flat surface, which
state that21

g'0.73h/r ~4!

whenh is far smaller than the interelectrode distance.
As we will see in Sec. IV, our field-emission measur

ments are performed in a cylindrical geometry, as oppose
the usual plan-to-plan or plan-to-sphere configurations.
nanotubes are deposited on a wire of radiusr i which is
placed at the center of a cylindrical anode of radiusr o , as
shown on Fig. 1~a!. We have shown that the Fowle
Nordheim model can still be used in this case, provided t
the electric field is written asE(r )5V/@r ln(ro /r i)# instead

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematics and~b! photograph of the experimenta
setup used to study the CVD growth of nanotubes by field emiss
Individual emitting nanotubes are visible as single elliptical patte
on the phosphor screen in~b!.
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of E5V/d for two planar electrodes.22 This in turn implies
that the interelectrode distance used in Eqs.~3! and~4! has to
be taken asd5r iln(ro /r i) .

22,23

III. CVD GROWTH OF CARBON NANOSTRUCTURES

The growth of carbon nanotubes by CVD involves t
thermal decomposition of a hydrocarbon gas at the surfac
a transition-metal catalyst particle and/or at a hot filamen
in a plasma. The carbon diffuses then through~or over! the
particle and segregates in a sp2 structure, which ultimately
leads to the formation of a nanotube. Several CVD te
niques have been demonstrated over the past several y
Thermal CVD is a simple pyrolysis, usually performed in
flow reactor inside a tubular oven. The CVD process can a
be assisted by a hot filament~hot filament CVD!,24 and/or by
a microwave or rf plasma~plasma-enhanced CVD!.25,26 The
latter two embodiments are more complicated but allow
decrease significantly the growth temperature and ad
more flexibly the reaction atmosphere.27 We have demon-
strated recently another variation of CVD which will be pr
sented in more detail in the next section.

The CVD growth of carbon nanotubes is an extrem
complex phenomenon in which several parameters play
important role. First, the chemical nature and composition
the carbonaceous gas phase has undoubtably an influen
the outcome of the growth, and the situation is not sim
since nearly every research group uses slightly or comple
different approaches~thermal, hot-filament, and plasma
assisted CVD of C2H2 , CH4, and/or CO with often H2
and/or NH3 as dilution gases!. Second, the temperature o
both gas phase and substrate play a role. Third, the chem
nature of both catalyst precursor~sputtered metal thin film,
metallic ions in solution, well-defined particles! and catalyst
active phases~unknown at present! have an impact on the
quality of the grown structures28 and can be also influence
by the gas phase and/or temperature.29 Finally, the particle
diameter determines to a large extent~but not unequivocally!
the tube diameter, and the support and support-catalyst in
actions can also influence drastically the outcome of
growth.

The direct observation of CVD growth is an obvious s
lution to provide clues to the above questions, but it has
our knowledge been attempted only by one group. Ba
et al. developed ‘‘controlled atmosphere electron micro
copy’’ in the 1970s, where partial pressure of hydrocarbo
is introduced in the column of a transmission-electron mic
scope equipped with a heating probe holder.30 Baker et al.
found that the diameter is controlled by the size of the ca
lyst particle, and that the growth rate is linear after a per
of activation and remains linear until the growth stops. Th
also observed growth in excess of 1-mm length at 740 °C
with 3 mbar of C2H2 and found an increase of the grow
rate when the particle diameter is decreased, which point
a diffusion-controlled growth mechanism~i.e., the diffusion
of C through the particle is the rate-limiting step!. The
growth rate they deduced with particles of 20-nm diamete
55 nm/s.30 The method we demonstrate in the next sectio
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GROWTH OF CARBON NANOTUBES BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 085412 ~2003!
uses a simpler experimental setup, is more flexible, and
lows also to observe the structures during the CVD grow

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental technique we use to follow the grow
of nanotubes originates from the developement of lumin
cent tubes based on carbon nanotube field emission.22 In
such elements, the cathode is a wire that supports the n
tubes and is placed in the center of symmetry of a glass
coated with a phosphor layer that serves as anode, as in
1. In a first phase, the nanotubes were grown on the wire
thermal CVD,22,31 but the length of the cathodes was limite
to ;10 cm for usual CVD systems, since the support ha
be heated homogeneously. To circumvent this problem,
developed ‘‘cold atmosphere CVD,’’~CACVD!:32,33 as
shown in Fig. 1~a!, the growth is carried out in the fina
device on wires of Kanthal~an Fe-Al-Cr alloy!, which allows
to control the growth of nanotubes by the deposition o
catalytic solution of iron nitrate@Fe(NO3)339H2O# in
ethanol.31 The CVD growth is activated by heating the wi
resistively to typically 700 °C and introducing a hydrocarb
partial pressure in the chamber. We have shown that h
quality nanotubes can be grown under 12400 mbar of C2H2
when the wire was heated to 700 °C, on up to 950 °C~as
measured with an optical pyrometer!.32 It is worth noting that
nanotubes grow only if a catalyst is present on the suppo
the support is heated, and if a partial pressure of a hydro
bon gas is present around the heated support. The depos
can be stopped by cooling the wire and/or removing the p
tial pressure of hydrocarbons through the vacuum pump

The configuration of CACVD as displayed in Fig. 1 a
lows to measure the field emission as soon as the hydro
bon partial pressure has been evacuated by the vac
pumps after the growth. Furthermore, the growth can be
sumed directly if the field-emission performances are not
isfactory. Thereupon came the idea of combining the t
distinct phases of the experiment, i.e., of performing fi
emissionin situ during the growth.23

How can such a setup be used to monitor the growth
nanotubes in real time? Since the length of nanotubes
creases as the growth proceeds, the field-enhancement f
g, also increases with time. Our idea was to use this fac
monitor the growth, by detecting the field-emitted curre
from one or an assembly of tubesduring the growth. To this
effect, two main modifications had to be carried out w
respect to the usual CACVD growth setup.32 First, a high
voltage has to be applied during the growth, which me
that the circuit used to resistively heat the support to
growth temperature has to be decoupled from the electr
ground to avoid ground loops and to maintain a low no
level during the measurements. This was done by usin
transformer, with the primary loop connected to an ac vo
age source and the secondary loop connected to the sup
which keeps the support at a floating potential with respec
the electrical ground. A high positive voltage was applied
the anode to extract electrons and the support itself
grounded through an electrometer~Keithley 617A!. The sec-
ond modification enables to apply the few kV necessary
08541
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reach field emission, and consists in a decrease of the C2H2
partial pressure in the chamber during growth bel
1022 mbar to avoid plasma discharges.

For all measurements, we used a glass tube of 21-
inner radius with a conductive indium tin oxide~ITO! layer
as the anode. The phosphor is either a NP1045 from Nic
for white light or a P22 from Osram for high intensity gree
light, and is deposited on the ITO layer inside the glass tu
by standard techniques. The Kanthal support wires
0.15-mm radius and 10-cm length are cleaned in acetone
ethanol before oxidation in air at 1000 °C for 12 h.22 The
Fe-based catalyst@20 mM of Fe(NO3)339H2O in ethanol#
is delivered onto the metallic wire by dipping, so that t
effective length of the cathode~i.e., the active part of the
cathode for growth and field emission! is 5 cm, yielding an
emission area of 0.5 cm2. After evacuating the setup down t
1027 mbar, the wire is heated at 950 °C during 15 min
measured with an optical pyrometer. The temperature is t
lowered to the growth temperature of 700 °C, a high volta
of 3 kV is applied, and a partial pressure of C2H2 is intro-
duced in the chamber. The growth is stopped by evacua
the hydrocarbon gas and cooling the wire.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Monitoring the growth of nanotube arrays

Figure 2~a! shows the outcome of a typical experiment.
potential difference of 3 kV was applied at the beginning
the experiment, and the wire was heated to 700 °C for 3
before the C2H2 was introduced. A field-emitted current wa
detected after 22 s, and increased sharply in the first th
minutes of the growth. The C2H2 was evacuated after 500 s
which induced a 20% decrease of the current while the no
level diminished by a factor of 3. The wire was cooled dow
at 600 s, which provoked a further decrease of the curr
This decrease was reversible, since heating the wire up to
growth temperature brought the current back up to its form
value~see also Fig. 5 below!. We might conclude from Fig. 2
that the growth begins simultaneously for all nanotubes a
a short activation time, then proceeds with a homogene

FIG. 2. Emitted current vs time (I -t) curve for a CACVD
growth carried out at 700 °C under 1023-mbar C2H2 introduced at
t50 with 3-kV applied voltage.
2-3
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lengthening that is detected by the increase in field-emis
current and is interrupted after some time. Indeed, a su
quent observation of the cathodes using scanning elec
microscopy ~SEM! and transmission-electron microscop
~TEM!, as shown in Fig. 3, reveals that well-graphitiz
multiwall carbon nanotubes of typically 5210-nm radius
and at least 10-mm length are produced.

The configuration of the experiment~see Fig. 1! makes it
possible not only to measure the emitted current, but als
visualize its spatial distribution. When a phosphor scree
used as the counterelectrode, the obtained pattern allow
identify individual emitters@such as the spots visible in Fig
1~b!# as well as infer the presence~or absence! of adsorbates.
Note that this technique, field-emission microscopy~FEM!,
has been extensively used in the past 60 years in sur
science.15,34,35

Another experiment is presented in Fig. 4, and theI -t
curve is at first glance comparable to the view of Fig. 2. T
video frames acquired during the growth and shown in F
4~b! reveal, however, that the phenomena involved are m
complex than described above. First, the growth of the em
ters is neither simultaneous nor homogeneous. The
nanotube is detected after 20 s~unfortunately on the othe
side of the anode!, which corresponds to the onset of th
emission current. The number of emitters remains low~less
than 20 over the 0.5-cm2 cathode! in the first phase as th
current increases by four orders of magnitude. The em
density increases then markedly from 50 s on as the cur
increase becomes linear, and continues to increase slig
after the maximal current is reached at 180 s.

There are a few puzzling points in the results presente
the preceding figures. First, the emission images have
elliptical shape that is always oriented with the long a
perpendicular to the axis of the cathode, which is rather
expected. In FEM, the patterns detected on the phosp
screen correspond to a magnified image of the spatial di
bution of the emitted current at the tip, since the emit
electrons follow initially the field lines just after tunnelin
into the vacuum.36 Since the nanotubes have a circular cro
section, one usually observes a circular emission image37 a
ring for an opened tube,37 well-defined two- or four-lobed
patterns that correspond to adsorbates,38 or a finer structure
that reflects the structural arrangement and/or electro
properties of the nanotube cap.39,40 We surmise that the el
liptical shape observed in Fig. 4~b! is an effect of the cylin-

FIG. 3. ~a! Scanning and~b! transmission-electron microscop
micrographs of nanotubes grown by CACVD during an experim
comparable to the one shown in Fig. 2.
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drical geometry. The magnification of the emission ima
depends on the shape of the equipotentials around the tip
equipotentials follow closely the shape of the tube apex
an infinitely long nanotube, but show a larger radius of c
vature as the length of the nanotube decreases becau
shielding due to the support.21,41In our case, the shape of th
equipotentials is not symmetric with respect to the axis of
nanotube. Their radius of curvature at the tip is smaller in
plane perpendicular to the wire than in the parallel directi
since the cross section of the support surface is a circle
opposed to a slab. This difference in curvature produces
elliptical shape, as the magnification is highest for the el
trons emitted in the plane perpendicular to the wire and lo
est in the orthogonal direction.

t

FIG. 4. CACVD growth carried out at 700 °C and 1024 mbar
C2H2 introduced att50 under 3-kV applied voltage.~a! Emitted
current vs time (I -t), with ~inset! the first 50 s;~b! video frames of
one-eighth of the anode acquired during the growth~the contrast of
the first frames has been enhanced!. The two small points on the
lower right-hand side in the first images are a reflection on the g
tube and are not related to the growth.
2-4
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Second, most emitters appear over less than 10 s, as
be seen by comparing subsequent images in Fig. 4~b!, and
not all of them emit over the whole duration of the expe
ment. For example, the two tubes that appear between
and 140 s at the bottom of the frames in Fig. 4~b! disappear
abruptly after 220 s. We examine this behavior in more de
in the next section.

B. Monitoring the growth of individual nanotubes

Two kinds of patterns are found in the images of Fig. 4~b!,
namely, homogeneous spots~e.g., the topmost nanotube at 4
s! and central patterns~mostly homogeneous! surrounded by
a well-defined ring~e.g., the same tube at 50 s!. Growing
nanotubes present a single, homogeneous spot. Since op
tubes produce rings or arcs without any central spot,37 this
indicates clearly that the growth proceeds with a closed
and the cap is not significantly modified during the grow
The single spot could be due either to the clean cap39 or to an
adsorbate,40 but the temperature used for the growth mak
the latter possibility unlikely, since most adsorbates des
around 600 °C.38 It is also probable that the cap is the fir
part of the nanotube to be formed, as opposed to a me
nism where the cylindrical part of the tube grows with
opened end that may be closed as the growth stops. Th
supported by transmission-electron microscopy observati
since the catalyst particles remain attached to the substra
90% of the tubes. The great majority of the nanotubes
observe, with the support, catalyst, and deposition par
eters used, have therefore been obtained by ‘‘root growt

After the end of the growth, we systematically observe
ring in addition to the central spot. As shown in Fig. 5, th
ring appears at high temperature on all nanotubes and d
pears reversibly when the nanotubes are cooled, along w
change in the current by a factor 3. Such rings have b
observed on metallic emitters, as well as on single-wa
nanotubes by Deanet al.39 It is probable that this ring and
the increase in current are due to thermally assisted emis
The temperature of 700 °C is usually not sufficient to indu
thermoelectronic emission from materials with a work fun
tion of 5 eV. However, the field-emitted current heats t
emitter resistively42 and probably contributes to an increa
of the temperature that is sufficient to reach the threshold
a mixed field-emission–thermoelectronic emission regim

As we have seen in Fig. 4, the growth of most emitters
fast ~typically 10215 s). We have observed single nanotu
growths stretching over more than 30 s, but these were
ceptions. We also found that the duration of the growth w
different for every nanotube, with differences of up to a fa
tor 5. It is at present difficult to conclude if this is due
differences in growth rate or to different final lengths.

An example of a very short growth is shown in Fig. 6, a
is taken from the experiment depicted in Fig. 4. The emiss
image is homogeneous, becomes brighter as the emitted
rent increases, then disappears abruptly. It appears by c
paring theI -t curve in the inset of Fig. 4~a! with the video
frames of Fig. 6, in which the apparition and increase
intensity of the emission image correspond to the sharp
crease in current 24 s after introduction of the C2H2. Fur-
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thermore, the disappearance of the emission image and
drop in emission current are simultaneous, which indica
that the event corresponds to the destruction of the emi
We suspect that this behavior is due to the fact that the e
ted current increases steadily as the growth proceeds

FIG. 5. ~a! Emitted current versus time (I -t) for an applied
voltage of 3 kV during a heating-cooling cycle, with~b! corre-
sponding video frames acquired at 3-s intervals.

FIG. 6. Video frames of a single nanotube acquired during
growth at 700 °C and 1024 mbar C2H2 introduced att50 under 3
kV applied voltage corresponding to the sudden increase and
crease in current shown in the inset of Figure 4~a!. The interval
between the frames is 0.08 s. The phosphor layer is applie
vertical bands, so that only the right half of the emission images
been detected.
2-5
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JEAN-MARC BONARD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 085412 ~2003!
may reach a current density that destroys the emitter.14 This
limit amounted to 20 nA for the nanotube shown in Fig.
which is readily comparable to the values obtained in m
surements carried out in the scanning electron microscop
individual CVD-grown nanotubes.43 This behavior was fre-
quently observed, since the increase in current during
first phase of the growth was not monotonous but showe
series of increases and abrupt decreases@one other example
is given in Fig. 9~b! below#. We estimate that about one o
of eight nanotubes survive beyond 10 s of growth.

In such cases, the growth was terminated before a crit
current density was reached. The mechanisms leading to
interruption of the growth are not yet clear, although th
probably involve a poisoning of the catalyst,30 i.e., a change
in the chemical composition or crystallographic structure t
diminishes its catalytic activity. The active catalytic phase
yet unknown for CVD-grown carbon nanotubes. Twen
years of research on carbon fiber CVD growth have yield
two different interpretations, namely, catalysis by metals
by carbides. Researchers studying the decomposition
C2H2 and C2H4, i.e., in conditions similar to the ones use
here, found that the active catalyst is the pure metal@mostly
g-Fe ~fcc!, but alsoa-Fe ~bcc! ~Ref. 44!# or the metal oxide,
and that the carbides do not catalyze the growth. It se
that the catalyst is poisoned by carbonization.45 This poison-
ing is thought to occur when the diffusion through the p
ticle is not sufficient to transport all the carbon atoms p
duced by the hydrocarbon decomposition, which leads t
decrease of the active surface area and ultimately the en
the growth.

Another class of observed effects were movements
modifications of the pattern, which appeared on some tu
after termination of the growth. An example is given in F
7: the emission image is no longer homogeneous but sho
strong spot that revolves quickly~clockwise in the case o
Fig. 7! around the circumference of the pattern. These mo
ments were always fast, and random in speed and direc
~halts and inversions were frequent!. These phenomena coul
be due to structural rearrangements or modifications of
nanotube cap,46 or to adsorbate movement. The former po
sibility is more likely, since the emitters were heated at h
temperature and patterns typical of adsorbates15,38,40were not
observed on cathodes during or immediately after grow
Conversely, adsorbates were detected on ‘‘old’’ cathod
e.g., after a prolonged time in vacuum at room tempera
or after exposition to the ambient atmosphere.

FIG. 7. Video frames showing the modification of the fiel
emission pattern of an individual nanotube grown at 700 °C
1024-mbar C2H2 under 3-kV applied voltage. The interval betwee
the frames is 0.04 s.
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Finally, we also observed behaviors that did not comp
with those described above. An example is shown in Fig
where patterns appear and disappear in less than 0.04 s.
ally, a pattern appears gradually when the nanotube is gr
ing, and disappears abruptly as the intensity increases in
case of a destruction during the growth. Both occurrences
abrupt in Fig. 8, and we suggest that these events arise
cause of modifications of the surroundings of the emitte
and not modifications of the emitters themselves. Field em
sion is extremely sensitive to the applied field, and theref
to both applied voltage and field-enhancement factors.
latter parameter is critically influenced by the diameter a
length of the nanotubes, but also by the spacing between
nanotubes,47 and more generally by the presence or abse
of neighboring tubes. The disappearance of an emitt
nanotube~last frame of Fig. 8! can simply be due to anothe
nanotube that grows in its immediate vicinity and shields
applied field, thereby decreasing the field enhancement
therefore the emitted current. As the emitted current
creases nonlinearly with the field, small changes ing can
provoke huge variation in the current and hence the ab
disappearance of an emitter. Another possibility is the
sorption or desorbtion of molecules which modify the ele
tronic structure of the emitting states. Sudden appariti
~such as in the second frame of Fig. 8! probably occur due to
similar reasons.

C. Estimating the growth rate

The growth rate is a crucial parameter to control t
length of the nanotubes, and is a parameter on which
available information is scarce. For plasma-enhanced C
of C2H2 :NH3, values of 8–16 nm/s~2-mbar gas pressure
750 °C)48 and 100 nm/s~20 mbar, 825 °C)~Ref. 49! have
been determined, but in both cases for large diameter na
tubes~40 nm! and in a reaction atmosphere that contain
atomic hydrogen, which means that the structures resu
from a balance between CVD growth and reactive etching
the hydrogen. In thermal CVD where no atomic hydrogen
present, we inferred a growth rate of at least 150 nm/s fr
10-mm-long nanotubes that grew in 1-min deposition.50 In
all these studies, the nanotube films were examinedafter the
growth, and the growth rates were extracted by dividing
increase in length of the nanotubes by the difference
growth time between two different samples. The estima
growth rate is therefore only a lower limit, since it was im
possible to conclude whether the growth of a nanotube

d

FIG. 8. Video frames acquired during the growth of nanotub
at 700 °C and 1024-mbar C2H2 under 3-kV applied voltage. The
time elapsed since the first frame is indicated.
2-6
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curs over the whole time of exposition to the hydrocarb
gas, or only over a far shorter time scale.

The only studies in which the growth rate has been de
mined by direct observation have been performed by Ba
et al. The length of filaments grown by CVD of C2H2 over
Fe catalysts increased linearly after a period of initiation o
few seconds until the termination of the growth through p
soning of the catalyst after typically 60 s.30 The growth rate
increased with decreasing catalyst particle~and filament! di-
ameter, with a maximal growth rate of 65 nm/s for 20-n
diameter filaments.30 Finally, growth rates of nearly 3mm/s
were observed for PtFe catalysts.51

Our results suggest clearly that the growth rate of
emitters is quite high: we estimate the growth time for m
nanotubes in Fig. 4 to be 10220 s, with even much shorte
duration some exceptional cases as in Fig. 6. Since the
length of the nanotubes is of at least 10mm as estimated by
SEM and TEM, the actual growth rate is probably on t
order of 0.521 mm/s.

We estimate in the following the growth rate directly fro
the I -t curve. Equation~4! shows that the field enhanceme
depends linearly on the length of the emitter. If we assu
as for carbon filaments,30 that the growth rate is constant an
hence the length increases linearly, then the fie
enhancement factor will also increase linearly with time. W
write therefore that the field enhancement factor increase
g(t)5G(t2Dt), whereG is the rate of increase ofg andDt
is the activation time. We then introduce this dependenc
the Fowler-Nordheim law in Eq.~3!, and obtain the follow-
ing expression forI:

I 5A
1.531026

f
S V

d
D 2

@G~ t2Dt !#2expS 10.4

Af
D

3expF26.443109f1.5d

G~ t2Dt !V
G . ~5!

We take in the followingf55 eV for the work function,
which is a good approximation for carbon nanotubes.17,52 V
is constant during the experiment~usually,V53 kV) andd
5r iln(ro /r i)50.75 mm in our case (r o521 mm, r i
50.15 mm).22 Equation~5! therefore gives us aI versust
dependence withA, G, and Dt as variables. We estimat
these parameters by fitting the experimentalI -t curves with
Eq. ~5! using the packageNONLINEARFIT of the Software
Mathematica version 4.1 from Wolfram Resear
Incorporated.56 The consistency of the results was check
by performing the fitting over different portions of the sam
I -t curve, and deviations of 10% were found forG. Dt was
forced to equal 0 when the fitting yielded a negative valu

We display in Fig. 9 two examples of fitting Eq.~5! to
experimentalI -t curves for a growth over the whole cathod
@Fig. 9~a!# and an event related to the growth and subsequ
destruction of an individual tube@Fig. 9~b!#. For the whole
growth of Fig. 9~a!, we obtained G5200 s21 and Dt
511 s, andG5720 s21 and Dt513 s for Fig. 9~b!. Our
simple model fits well the experimental data from the beg
ning of the increase in current over more than four orders
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magnitude. The experimental behavior deviates from
model when individual tubes are destroyed by high curr
densities, or, for measurements taken over the whole c
ode, when the growth of the first emitters has been in
rupted and subsequently growing nanotubes contribute o
to a linear increase of the current. The field-enhancem
factors of the fully grown nanotubes deduced from the fi
g58125 for Fig. 9~a! andg55500 for Fig. 9~b!, correspond
well to the field enhancement factors deduced from F-N p
acquired after the growth~not shown here22!.

Interestingly, the results indicate in both cases an act
tion time of;10 s. The very beginning of the growth cann
be observed in our measurements since the emitted curre
below the noise level in the first 328 s of the growth. To
observe the very beginning of the growth, one should app
sufficiently high voltage to observe field emission from t
support, which means, however, that the growing emitt
are likely to be destroyed after shorter durations.

Similar results were obtained for the experiments w
activation times below 15 s andG between 135 and
1130 s21 for the wholeI -t curves: the other examples show
here yieldedG5170 s21 and Dt'0 s for Fig. 2, andG

FIG. 9. Emitted current vs time (I -t) curves~plain lines! and
corresponding fits to Eq.~5! ~dotted lines! along with the field-
enhancement factor~dash-dotted lines! for growth carried out at
700 °C with ~a! 1023-mbar and~b! 1024-mbar C2H2 introduced at
t50 under 3-kV applied voltage. The fitting has been done in~a!
for the whole growth and in~b! for a single tube event similar to th
one shown in Fig. 6.
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5270 s21 and Dt'0 s for Fig. 4. For events that can b
traced back to single tubes such as the one shown in Fi
G varied between 130 and 720 s21, with field-enhancemen
factors that amounted to 200028000 just before the destruc
tion of the emitter.

Fitting Eq. ~5! to the measurements yields the rate of
crease ofg, and not directly the growth rate. To relateG to
the growth rate, we need an analytical expression forg. For
planar geometry, Eq.~4! states thatg'0.73h/r .21,14 How-
ever, this expression will overestimate the growth rate
cylindrical geometry, sinceg is higher than in the planar cas
with the sameh andr. We therefore obtain an upper limit fo
the growth rate, with further uncertainty since the radius
the nanotubes has to be estimated and probably varies
one emitter to the next. If we taker 55 nm as suggested b
Fig. 3, we obtain growth rates of 0.95 to 8mm/s for the
whole growth, and 0.9 to 5mm/s for the individual tubes
This estimate yields nanotube lengths in excess of 10mm for
the fully grown nanotubes, which corresponds to the SE
and TEM observations.

These estimates are considerably higher than the rar
liable values published in the literature~see above and Refs
48, 49, and 30!. One significant difference is that the grow
is carried out with an applied electric field which caus
variations in the growth process. On one hand, some se
for hot-filament CVD~Ref. 54! use an electric field to pro
mote the growth, and the electric field is naturally presen
plasma-assisted CVD.55 A field has also been used in therm
CVD ~Ref. 53! to control the direction of growth and alig
nanotubes, e.g., between two electrodes. It is also w
known that nanotubes react strongly to an applied field,
sulting in an alignment perpendicular to the substrate for
applied voltages.14 On the other hand, Boweret al. found a
40-times higher growth rate on the same sample w
plasma-enhanced~applied field! as opposed to thermal CVD
~no applied field!, which could be due to the difference in th
composition of the reaction atmosphere. In our case,
found that the voltages needed to reach a given current
sity were far higher without applied field during CACVD
growth as compared to the conditions described in this stu

The partial pressure of C2H2 used in this study was varie
between 1024 and 1022 mbar, which are, respectively, th
lower limit for growing nanotubes and the higher limit fo
applying the high voltage and not initiating a discharge.
found variations of the growth rate and activation time, b
the spread in the values is quite large, and it is probable
other parameters~especially regarding the preparation of t
catalyst! play an important role in the growth. It is difficult to
assess precisely the activation time of the catalyst, since
cannot observe the very beginning of the growth and are
to detect a current only for nanotubes that have at leasg
>2000. It seems nevertheless that the time between the
troduction of the C2H2 and the first detected increase in cu
rent decreases with increasing pressure from 102126 s
down to 10212 s. The time between the beginning of t
growth and the saturation also decreases markedly with
creasing pressure, even if there are large variations from
experiment to the next.
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Figure 10 shows the influence of the pressure onG. The
average growth rate increases with the pressure fromG
5210 to 520 and 660 s21 for 1024, 1023, and 1022 mbar,
respectively. This corresponds to maximal growth ratesr
55 nm) of 1.5, 3.7, and 4.7mm/s. We consider the impli-
cations of these high growth rates by taking as an examp
rate of 1mm/s. A multiwall nanotube has essentially th
same density as turbostratic graphite, which means th
nanotube of lengthh, with inner and outer radir in and r out,
will weigh m5rp(r out

2 2r in
2 )h wherer52.25 kg/dm3 is the

density of graphite. Conversely, the nanotube will be co
posed ofm3NA /mM5rp(r out

2 2r in
2 )hNA /mM carbon atoms,

wheremM50.012 kg/mol is the molar mass of carbon a
NA56.02331023 mol21 is Avogadro’s number. A nanotub
of r in52.5 nm, r out55 nm @cf. Fig. 3~b!# therefore weighs
0.13 fg permm and is composed of 6.7 million C atoms p
mm. This means that at least 3.35 million C2H2 molecules
(5.5310218 mol) are needed per second to substain
growth rate of 1mm/s.

In CVD, the hydrocarbon molecules are adsorbed on
catalyst particle~and on the support and/or growing nan
tube! and subsequently decomposed by the catalyst. We
timate the number of molecules impinging from the g
phase on a catalyst particle of 10-nm diameter by making
assumption that the whole surface of the particle is availa
for adsorbtion. The number of molecules impinging on
surface can be written asp/A2pmkT m22 s21, wherep is
the pressure,m the mass of the molecules (4.32310226 kg
for C2H2), k51.38310223 J/K Boltzmann’s constant, andT
the temperature. This amounts to 1.1831020 m22 s21 at
1024-mbar C2H2 at 1000 K, or to;150 000 s21 over the
whole catalyst particle—which is 20-times too low with r
spect to the needed value as determined above.

We can draw two consequences from this estimati
First, most of the hydrocarbon molecules used for the gro
will not be absorbed directly on the catalyst particle
1024 mbar, but on the support surface, and will diffuse
the particle before decomposition. The supply of the hyd
carbon molecules is therefore likely to be the rate-limiti

FIG. 10. Rate of increase of the field-enhancement factor,G, as
a function of C2H2 pressure, as determined by fitting Eq.~5! to the
I -t curves.
2-8
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mechanism at such low pressures, which explains the
crease in growth rate we observe between 1024 and
1022 mbar. This implies also that decomposition conditio
~gas composition, catalyst, support! leading to tip growth
~i.e., with the catalyst particle at the tip of the tube! will not
allow to sustain the formation of long nanotubes at su
pressures, since the surface available for hydrocarbon
sorption is too small once the catalyst particle has lifted
from the support surface. Second, the number of hydro
bon molecules impinging directly on the catalyst particle w
be high enough to sustain the growth only at pressures hi
than the ones considered here. Bakeret al. deduced from
their measurements at 3 mbar that the growth rate is lim
by the diffusion of the carbon through the catalyst particle30

we estimate this transistion between pressure-limited
diffusion-limited growth to be 102321022 mbar.

D. Destruction of emitting tubes

We have noted above that carbon nanotubes are dam
or destroyed during field emission when the current den
exceeds a given limit. We describe in this section an ev
that was observed at the end of a few runs, and that led to
spectacular degradation of nanotubes.

Figure 11 shows theI -t curve and corresponding vide
frames of nanotubes emitting after completion of the grow
and evacuation of the hydrocarbon partial pressure. The c
ode remains heated at 700 °C, and the field-emitted cur
is stable at 12mA. The cathode is then cooled, and a d
crease of the current is observed, similar to the ones sh
in Figs. 2 and 5. After 20 s, however, the current starts
creasing again, and the emission images show a beha
consistent with heating of the emitters~increase of the inten
sity and apparition of the ring, see Fig. 5!, although the cath-
ode remains at room temperature. The current continue

FIG. 11. ~a! Emitted current vs time (I -t) curve and~b! corre-
sponding video frames taken at 2 s interval of nanotubes grown a
700 °C and 1024-mbar C2H2 under 3-kV applied voltage. The C2H2

has been evacuated, and the heating current was cut at 710 s
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increase sharply beyond the level reached at high temp
ture, and the emission images begin to show distorted sh
of increasing dimensions. The increase in current is in
rupted abruptly around 1023 A, which corresponds to a big
‘‘flash’’ on the phosphor screen. The images strongly sugg
a collective behavior, conversely to the destruction of na
tubes described above, which is always an isolated ev
unrelated to the emission properties of other nanotubes.
extremely distorted shapes of the emission patterns sug
that the two emitters involved in the event ruptured and t
some graphene sheets were progressively detached from
core of the tube. Although the degradation of the emitter
due to the sharp increase in current, we have at presen
satisfying explanation for this behavior.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have monitored the CVD growth of multiwall carbo
nanotubes in real time by measuring the field-emission c
rent and characterizing the field-emission patterns of
growing emitters. The increase in length of the nanotub
and therefore the increase in the field-enhancement fa
are directly reflected in the increase of the emitted curre
This allows to observe the nanotubes growing over the wh
cathode, to identify events due to the growth and destruc
of individual nanotubes, and to estimate the growth rate. U
der our deposition conditions, the nanotubes grow with
closed cap with growth rates over 1mm/s, the growth rate
increases with the C2H2 pressure, the supply rate of the h
drocarbon to the catalyst particle is the rate-limiting step, a
root growth is far more likely.

We are aware that our results may not be directly co
pared to those obtained under usual CVD conditions. F
the growth is carried out with an applied electric field whi
may cause variations in the growth process. Second, the
tial pressure of hydrocarbons is as low as 1024 mbar, which
is at least four orders-of-magnitude lower than usual
CVD, and we have seen that as a consequence the
limiting step is not the diffusion of the carbon through th
catalyst particle, but rather the supply rate of the hydroc
bon molecules to the particle. Third, the pressure, while v
low for CVD, is very high for field emission, which mean
that molecules from the gas phase may be ionized and b
bard the tip.

Nevertheless, our technique allows to obtain precio
~and unique! information about the growth. For example, w
have noted that the growth of the nanotubes is neither sim
taneous nor homogeneous, and that the emitter density
mains low in the first minute of exposition to the hydroca
bon gas and increases subsequently afterwards. Subse
studies will address the influence of temperature, gas m
ture, and catalyst on the CVD growth of nanotubes, and
expect significant advances in the understanding of the p
nomena related to the growth.

Our technique may also have important technological
plications. For field-emission applications, the growth con
tions could be tuned and/or modifiedduring the growth to
match the field-emission properties~emitter and current den
sities, for example! to the final specifications of the device
2-9
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The possibilities are even more enticing for the deposition
a single nanotube, for example, in between the two e
trodes of a field effect transistor or on scanning probe mic
scope tip: the growth can be directed by the applied field
monitored by field emission, and can be stopped as the
reaches the desired length. Besides the obvious optio
monitoring, characterizing, and understanding the growth
nanotubes, our method offers therefore fascinating possi
ties for the controlled realization of devices.
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